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ABSTRACT
Understanding user interests and expertise is a vital component
toward creating rich user models for information personalization
in social media, recommender systems and web search. To capture the pair-wise interactions between geo-location and user’s
topical profile in social-spatial systems, we propose the modeling
of fine-grained and multi-dimensional user geo-topic profiles. We
then propose a two-layered Bayesian hierarchical user factorization
generative framework to overcome user heterogeneity and another
enhanced model integrated with user’s contextual information to alleviate multi-dimensional sparsity. Through extensive experiments,
we find the proposed model leads to a 5~13% improvement in precision and recall over the alternative baselines and an additional
6~11% improvement with the integration of user’s contexts.
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INTRODUCTION

Uncovering user interests and expertise is a vital component of
search and recommendation systems [14, 16, 30, 37, 38]. For example, knowing a user is interested in tennis and proficient in
python can be used to augment newsfeed ranking algorithms to
surface high-quality content, improve item-based recommenders
by leveraging the topical expertise of knowledgeable users [3], and
enhance personalized web search [26, 30] and targeted ads [2].
While many existing user topical profiles focus on a global view
of each user, there are important geo-social factors that are critical
to consider: (i) First, individual users may be perceived differently in
different places; and (ii) Users with similar topical profiles can have
very different geo-spatial impact. Without careful consideration of
each of these factors, user topical profiles will lead to error-prone
recommendation (e.g., recommending content generated by local
foodies to people interested in food but living far away), low-quality
advertising (e.g., placing online ads of a new product by a tennis
equipment brand company in areas little known by local people)
and so on.
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Figure 1: Learning geo-social user topical profiles. * indicates the grid where the cities locate.

To illustrate these two geo-social factors, Figure 2 shows the heat
maps of the locations of Twitter users who have labeled Michael
Moore (@MMflint) and Roy Blunt (@RoyBlunt) using Twitter Lists.
This aggregate crowd-labeling of Twitter users has been used previously to derive user topical profiles [4, 9, 11]. For Factor (i), we
see that @MMFlint, as a filmmaker, is mainly known in New York
and LA, while he has a much broader impact for politics in regions such as San Francisco and D.C. For Factor (ii), @MMFlint
and @RoyBlunt are both known for politics, but @RoyBlunt is
known mainly in Missouri and D.C. while @MMFlint is known in
a much broader geo-scope.
Hence, these observations motivate the need for a careful study
of the impact of social-spatial properties on the creation of highquality user topical profiles. We propose in this paper to complement traditional user topical profiles with new fine-grained user
geo-topic profiles. These profiles are designed to capture the variations of user popularity for topics across geo-locations; essentially,
geo-topic profile is a multi-dimensional concept to describe and
model a user, and is expected to capture the pair-wise interactions
involving geo-locations and users’ topical profiles (see Figure 1).
Modeling user geo-topic profiles faces two major challenges,
however: (i) they are often overdispersed. Unlike the ratings or
content studied in many previous works [6, 12, 13], the popularity
counts in geo-topic profiles are of great variability in terms of
variance which is caused by user heterogeneity (some users are
much more popular than others); and (ii) they are often extremely
sparse due to multi-dimensionality, with many users often known
for very few topics at certain locations.

(a) @MMFlint known for politics

(b) @RoyBlunt known for politics

(c) @MMFlint known as filmmaker

Figure 2: Heatmaps of Twitter users listing (a) @MMFlint for politics; (b) @RoyBlunt for politics; (c) @MMFlint as a filmmaker.
Given these challenges, we first propose a multi-layered (twolayered in our case) Bayesian hierarchical user factorization which
generalizes Poisson gamma belief network [40] from modeling two
dimensional non-negative counts to multi-dimensional heterogeneous counts. The extra layer of user factorization learns a more
expressive user model than that of single-layered factorization by
allowing a larger variance-to-mean ratio on user geo-topic profiles,
thus making it better equipped at handling overdispersion and user
heterogeneity. To alleviate the sparsity issue, we investigate how
user’s contexts, specifically, geo-location and social ties, correlate
with one’s geo-topic profile, and then propose to integrate them into
the two-layered hierarchical model to learn better representation of
user’s geo-topic preference by others. Due to the non-conjugacy of
the multi-layered factorization scheme, we exploit a data augmentation scheme for negative binomial (NB) distribution and develop an
efficient closed-form Gibbs sampling formula for scalable inference.
We summarize the contributions as follows:
• First, we introduce multi-dimensional geo-topic profile to capture the pair-wise interactions between geo-location and user’s
topical profile, and formulate the problem of learning user’s geotopic profile to infer user’s location-sensitive topical profile.
• Second, to overcome overdispersed popularity counts caused by
user heterogeneity, we propose a two-layered Bayesian hierarchical user factorization (bHUF) generative framework, which
can be easily generalized to deep user factorization.
• Third, to alleviate sparsity, we investigate the impact of user’s
contexts, specifically, user’s geo-location and social ties, on user’s
geo-topic profile, and propose an enhanced model (bHUF+) by
exploiting user’s contexts. We then develop an efficient closedform Gibbs sampling scheme for inference using data augmentation schemes for NB distribution.
• Finally, we evaluate bHUF and bHUF+ against several baselines
over GPS-tagged Twitter datasets, and observe that bHUF gives
about 5%~13% improvement in precision and recall over the best
alternative one-layered baseline, and an additional 6%~11% improvement with user’s geo-location and social context.
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RELATED WORK

Identifying user’s interests and expertise. Finding user interests and expertise is critical for many important applications, including personalized search [24, 26, 30], recommender systems
[14, 23, 37, 38], expert mining [9, 11, 33] and targeted advertising
[2]. Many of these applications seek to find interests or expertise
either explicitly [5, 8, 11, 14] via user relevant features and tags, or
uncover latent interest or expertise implicitly [2, 15, 36–38] with

models such as matrix factorization. For example, Hong et al. [15]
proposed probabilistic language models to uncover implicit geographical topics and user interests in social media. Cao et al. [5]
presented a matrix factorization-based approach to infer users’ topical profiles by exploiting their footprints. To increase user base and
engagement, many works [16, 19, 34, 37] create rich user models
for better user experience. For example, Zhao et al. [37] proposed a
matrix factorization based approach to build topical profiles by distinguishing user behaviors. Jiang et al. [19] presented a probabilistic
matrix factorization model to exploit social context to better predict
user adoption behaviors on Weibo. Most of these efforts, however,
focus on uncovering user’s topical profile or latent interests without
explicitly considering geo-social factors. In contrast, we propose
modeling user geo-topic profiles to explicitly infer location-sensitive
topical profiles with the combination of topical tags and locations.
Modeling discrete count data. An emerging line of research
[7, 12, 17, 35] has focused on modeling discrete count data with
Gamma-Poisson distribution instead of traditional Gaussians for
recommender systems [6, 12], topic modeling [13], spatial data
analysis [35] and political science [29]. For example, Gopalan et al.
[12] proposed Poisson matrix factorization for item recommendation and later developed collaborative topic Poisson factorization
[13] by integrating topic modeling for better article recommendation. Yu et al. [35] proposed a weakly-supervised labeled Poisson
factor model to predict the number of app openings at different
locations from mobile app usage. More recently, Schein et al. [29]
proposed Bayesian Poisson tensor factorization for inferring multilateral relations between countries based on political events data.
Compared with previous works, in our study, we focus on learning geo-social user topical profiles, and propose a multi-layered
contextual hierarchical user factorization framework which generalizes Poisson gamma belief network to modeling multi-dimensional
overdispersed sparse tensor counts.
Exploiting user’s contextual information. Various contextual
signals have been exploited to improve learning user’s latent preferences and behaviors in recommender systems, including text
[20, 32], social networks [19, 21, 23], geographical influence [18, 22]
and temporal context [7, 34]. For example, Want et al. [32] proposed
collaborative topic regression to learn latent user preference by
modeling both ratings and content. User’s social relations [19, 23]
have also been explored to regulate similar user’s latent preference for better recommendation. Hu et al. [18] considered business
geographical location to improve rating prediction. In this work,
we explore how user’s geo-location and social ties correlate with

one’s geo-topic profile, and then extend the multi-layered user factorization to model user’s contexts so that it can capture the useful
information contained within user’s attributes.
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PROBLEM DEFINITION AND CHALLENGES

We assume there exist a set of users U in a social-spatial network,
a dictionary of tags T that are used to indicate user’s topical profile
and a total of locations L. We use capital letters U , T and L to
represent their sizes, respectively. In a social-spatial network such
as Twitter or Linkedin, a user u is often tagged or followed by people
from different locations for her topical expertise t. For instance,
Twitter users are often tagged by others in lists with their own
selected keywords, with some examples shown in Figure 2. Linkedin
users can also use skill tags for their own profiles and be endorsed
by others with these tags. With these notations, we first give several
preliminary definitions as follows.

Figure 3: Left: probability mass function of user’s popularity
counts with a grid size of 2.5° × 2.5° (latitude by longitude).
Right: histogram of the number of geo-topic tokens. Similar
distributions have been observed in other sizes of grids.
decomposition with Poisson distribution as follows,

User’s Geo-Topic Token. A geo-topic token of user u is defined
t

as a quadruplet {u ←
− v, l } indicating that user u is followed/tagged
by user v at location l with a tag t. To study user’s popularity of a
topic t at a location l, we aggregate all of u’s geo-topic tokens with
respect to t and l, and obtain a count y that indicates the extent to
which the user is popular.
User’s Geo-Topic Profile. A user u’s geo-topic profile in a socialspatial network is defined to be a set of quadruplets Pu , with each
quadruplet pu representing this user’s popularity y, where y ∈ Z ≥0 ,
for topic t at location l, denoted {u, t, l, y}.
From the definition of user’s geo-topic profile, we can easily
obtain user’s topical profile {u, t, y} ∈ Tu by aggregating quadruplets Pu with the same topic. Similarly, user’s location profile
{u, l, y} ∈ Lu can be obtained by aggregating Pu with the same
location. Thus, user’s geo-topic profile provides a more generalized
and finer approach to profiling users by considering geo-spatial
influence of user’s topical profile. Very often, we are only able to
observe user’s geo-topic profile for partial tags or locations due to
limited visibility or geo-tagging capabilities of users. In light of this,
we formally define the following problem to infer user’s geo-topic
profiles for unknown topical tags or locations.
Learning User’s Geo-Topic Profile. Given partially observed
user geo-topic profile, i.e., a subset of quadruplets Puo ∈ Pu , our task
is to infer the unobserved quadruplets Pu − Puo by ranking user u’s
popularity for different tags at different locations, i.e., identify topranking tag-location combination {t, l } according to learned score
ŷutl for user u. The overall framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
Basic Approach with Bayesian Poisson Tensor Factorization
(BPTF). Bayesian Poisson factorization has shown promising performance for several tasks such as item and content recommendation [12, 13] by modeling count-valued data. By assuming Poisson
distribution in modeling counts instead of Gaussian distribution, it
is better at modeling the zero observations encountered in sparse
data [10] and enjoys scalable learning since only non-zeros are
considered during inference. It is extended to BPTF in [29] for modeling high dimensional sparse dyadic tensor data. In our context,
to model user u’s popularity for tag t at location l, denoted yutl
in our context, it is generated through Canonical PARAFAC (CP)

yutl ∼ Poisson(

K
Õ

θuk ϕ t k ψlk )

(1)

k =1

where θuk ∈ RK≥0 is the latent factor of u representing user’s geotopic preference by others. ϕ t k andψlk ∈ RK≥0 represents tag t’s and
location l’s latent factor. Each component of these latent factors is
drawn from conjugate Gamma distributions with shape parameter
α and rate parameter β. Small values of α induces sparsity and
better interpretability of inferred latent factors.
As a first pass, we can attack the problem with BPTF by using
inferred latent factors θuk , ϕ t k and ψlk to compute the expected
missing values in a user’s geo-topic profile. However, a preliminary
data analysis suggests that users’ geo-topic profiles present the
following two key challenges:
Challenge 1: Geo-topic profiles are overdispersed. To illustrate, we first plot the probability mass function of user’s popularity
counts in Figure 3. As we can see, the non-zero counts follow the
power law distribution with most of counts very low, ranging from
1 to almost a few hundreds with a variance-to-mean ratio about
15.4. The great variability of] counts can be explained by the fact
that users are often known by others to very different extent, i.e.,
some users can be very popular while others are lesser known.
This heterogeneity from users requires the underlying model to
better capture the higher moments (e.g., variance) of the data. However, the modeling capability of Equation 1 can be limited since its
variance is constrained to be equal to its mean, thus may cause underfitting when applied on these overdispersed popularity counts.
Challenge 2: Geo-topic profiles are extremely sparse. User’s
geo-topic profile, as is observed from our data, is extremely sparse
with only a small portion of non-zeros due to its multi-dimensionality.
Specifically, many users are often known for very few topics at certain locations. Indeed, our data shows a sparsity level of having
0.047% or 0.018% of non-zero counts at a grid size of 2.5° × 2.5° or
0.5° × 0.5° in terms of latitude by longitude. One common approach
to alleviate the issue is to exploit user’s contextual information
which commonly exists in social-spatial networks. However, it is
not clear whether user’s contexts have positive correlations with
one’s geo-topic profile, and if there is, how to model and integrate
them to better learn user’s geo-topic profile.
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BAYESIAN HIERARCHICAL USER
FACTORIZATION

To address the challenges, in this section, we first propose a twolayered hierarchical model (bHUF) to overcome geo-topic profile
overdispersion caused by user heterogeneity, and then investigate
how user’s contexts influence one’s geo-topic profile, and finally
present an enhanced model (bHUF+) by integrating user’s contexts
to alleviate the sparsity issue.

4.1

Figure 4: Overall generative framework.

Two-layered Hierarchical Model

bHUF is a hierarchically constructed multi-dimensional Bayesian
framework which generalizes the recently proposed Poisson Gamma
belief network [40] from modeling two dimensional non-negative
counts to modeling multi-dimensional tensor counts. Specifically,
it generates user latent factor with another layer of factorization by
decomposing it into the product of a second-layer user latent factor
and a weight-connection matrix. This multi-layered construction
is equivalent to modeling the counts with NB distribution which
is shown in later section to have a variance-to-mean ratio larger
than that of single-layered construction by a multiplicative factor.
As a result, it is better equipped at handling overdispersed counts
induced by user heterogeneity.
As in Equation 1, we assume user u’s popularity yutl for tag t
at location l is generated through CP decomposition with Poisson
distribution. However, in Equation 1, user’s latent factor is only
generated through Gamma priors with hyper-parameters. Instead,
we let each user’s latent factor be generated through a second layer
of factorization, with each first-layer user latent factor conditioned
upon a second-layer user latent factor. The overall generative framework, given yutl , is described as follows,
yutl ∼ Poisson(

K
Õ

θuk ϕ t k ψl k )

k=1

θuk ∼ Gamma(θuk2 Ω, βu )
ϕ :m ∼ Dirichlet(ηt , ..., ηt )

(2)

ψ :m ∼ Dirichlet(ηl , ..., ηl )
Ωk2 : ∼ Dirichlet(η 0 , ..., η 0 )
where θuk is Gamma distributed, with the shape parameter dependent on the second-layer user latent factor θuk2 . θuk2 is given a
Gamma distribution as a prior. For tag and location latent factor,
we impose Dirichlet distributions as their priors, where each column of the tag and location latent factor ϕ :m and ψ :m is Dirichlet
distributed. The weight matrix Ω ∈ RK2 ×K connects the first layer
user factor θuk to the second layer user factor θuk2 , and is expected
to capture the correlations between different layers of user factors.
Each row of Ω is given Dirichlet distribution as its prior.
Using Dirichlet distribution as the priors for tag, location and
weight matrices brings several benefits: (i) it naturally imposes nonnegativity constraints [10]; (ii) Since each column of ϕ :m and ψ :m is
restricted to have L 1 norm, they can be considered as a distribution
over the corresponding entities, resulting in better interpretability
of inferred tag and location factors; (iii) The L 1 norm of these factors
allows the tag and location factor not to directly interact with user’s
latent factors. This property is especially desired to generalize our

Figure 5: Left: average users’ geo-topic profile similarities
with respect to the distance between users. Right: boxplots
for US GNN, US state, US random, world GNN, world timezone, world random.
three-dimensional models to higher dimensions, and as we will
show in section 4.3, to maintain the validity of lemma 1.
(2)
For both layers of user’s rate parameter βu and βu , we place
(2)
uninformative gamma priors on them: βu , βu ∼ Gamma(ϵ0 , ϵ0 ).
These user-dependent rate parameters are used to generate user’s
latent factor θuk and θuk2 to help explain the different degree of
overall popularity for each user. Note that we can easily generalize
the model to three or more (deep) layers by continuously factorizing
the second user’s latent factor θuk2 .

4.2

Modeling User’s Contextual Information

Next, to alleviate the sparsity issue, we investigate two of the most
common user contexts in social-spatial networks — geo-location
and social ties by first exploring how these two factors correlate
with user’s geo-topic profiles, then followed by a contextualized
Bayesian hierarchical model to learn better user representation.
4.2.1 User’s Geo-location Context. To study the influence of
user’s geo-location, we need to define how to measure the similarity between users’ geo-topic profiles. To that end, we treat each
user’s geo-topic profile Pu as a distribution of counts indexed
by tag and location, and adopt Jenson-Shannon (JS) divergence
as the distance measure due to its symmetric and bounded property. Thus, the similarity between two user’s geo-topic profile Pua
and Pub is defined as 1 − JS(Pua , Pub ) where JS(Pua , Pub ) =
1 KL(P ||M) + 1 KL(P ||M). M is the average of P
ua
ub
u a and Pub
2
2
and KL(·) represents Kullback-Leibler divergence. The similarity
ranges from 0 to 1, with a large value indicating similar distributions
of two users’ geo-topic profiles.
We first show how geo-topic profile similarity between users
changes with respect to the geographical distance in Figure 5. As we

Table 1: Pearson correlation coefficient between user’s profile similarity and their social similarity.
Location
US
world

Geo-topic profile
0.293
0.320

Topical profile
0.332
0.313

Location profile
0.142
0.237

can see, for both users in US and the world, the average similarity
is the highest when users are close to each other, specifically, when
they are within about 50 miles. It then drastically decreases as the
distance increases. This observation aligns with Tobler’s first law
[31] of geography which states that “near things are more related
than distant things”. In light of this, we next explore how geotopic similarity between geographically nearest neighbors (GNN)
compares against that of two random users. Figure 5 also shows
the boxplots of geo-topic similarities for a group of GNN in US/the
world (in terms of five neighbors) against a group of random users
in US/the world. As we can see, the similarities of GNN for both
datasets are statistically much higher than random users, suggesting
that GNN are more likely to share similar geo-topic profiles with
each other. Furthermore, we also obtain the state for each user in US
and timezone for each user in the world through reverse geo-coding.
We observe in Figure 5 that users in the same state or timezone
have statistically higher similarities than random users, indicating
that the state and timezone could also be useful geo-spatial features
for finding users with similar geo-topic profiles.
4.2.2 User’s Social Context. Due to the homophily effect [25],
socially connected users often share similar interests with each
other. Indeed, there have been many works [19, 23] that exploit
social ties in the applications such as recommendation and search.
Here, we explore how social ties in terms of a user following others
may affect geo-topic profiles. To that end, we first define users’
social similarity with their corresponding followers. Let Fa and
Fb denote the set of users following user ua and ub . We define
two user’s social similarity as the cosine similarity of Fa and Fb :
||Fa ∩ Fb ||/(||Fa ||||Fb ||), where each user is treated as a binary
vector indexed by each follower f ∈ F. Thus, a large similarity
of two users indicates that they are often followed by the same
followers. We then examine the Pearson correlation coefficient
between users’ geo-topic profile similarity and their social similarity
in Table 1. As we can see, for both users in US and the world, there
exists weak positive relationship between user’s geo-topic profile
similarity and their social similarity. This indicates that users tend
to share similar geo-topic profile, i.e., known for the same tags at
the same locations, if they are followed by a similar set of users.
Furthermore, we also show Pearson correlation between user’s
social similarity and user’s topical and location profile, as previously
defined in the Section 3. As we can see, user’s social similarity has a
weak positive relationship with user’s topical profile for both users
in US and the world. It, however, does not share similar degree
of positive relationship with user’s location profile. An intuitive
explanation is that users often follow each other for similar topical
interest, as the social homophily indicates, and that social ties have
more topical influence than geo-spatial influence.

Figure 6: Constructed user’s geo and social feature matrix.

4.2.3 Modeling User’s Contextual Information. Previous analysis
shows that user’s geo-location and social information has corresponding influence over user’s geo-topic profile. One immediate
question is that how we can integrate these contexts into the model
for better representation of users. In this section, we propose an
extension to the previous two-layered user factorization model.
Let X denote the discrete matrix of user’s contextual features,
where each element is a binary indicating whether a user has a
corresponding feature. Specifically, we use X д ∈ ZU ×G and X f ∈
ZU ×F to denote user’s geo-spatial and social features, as illustrated
in Figure 6. For user’s geo-spatial features, we empirically select
five GNN for each user and their corresponding states (US) or
timezone (world), with each column of X д representing a feature.
For social features, each column of X f represents one of F followers.
To integrate X д and X f , we propose to generate the first layer of
user latent factor θuk on her corresponding contextual information.
Specifically, we linearly add feature’s latent factor to the shape
parameter of θuk , and let the inference process automatically learn
feature’s latent factor and its contribution to user’s latent factor.
Thus, our contextual user factorization goes as follows,
θuk ∼ Gamma(θuk2 Ω +

G
Õ
д=1

Xuд λдk +

F
Õ

Xuf λ f k , βu )

(3)

f =1

where λдk and λ f k represents the latent factor of geo context д
and social context f , and are placed with uninformative Gamma
distribution as priors λдk , λ f k ∼ Gamma(ϵ0 , ϵ0 ). All the rest latent
factors are kept the same as in Equation 2. Since the first layer
user latent factor is also conditioned upon user’s contexts, θuk is
expected to not only reflect user’s preference through geo-topic
popularity counts but also user’s contextual information. This formulation is especially useful for “cold-start” users who have very
few counts in their geo-topic profiles. Our overall Bayesian contextual hierarchical user factorization (bHUF+) is shown in Figure 4.

4.3

Inference

Since our model makes use of Gamma shape parameters for the construction of the multi-layer factorization scheme on tensor counts,
it is not tractable to compute the exact posterior of the latent factors due to its non-conjugacy. However, we exploit the recently
proposed data augmentation scheme for NB distribution [39], and
develop an efficient closed-form Gibbs sampling formula with augmented distribution. Section B in the appendix explains the derived
Gibbs sampling scheme in further details.

Table 2: Twitter Datasets.
Dataset
US
World

# of users
6,709
11,103

# of tags
240
304

# of labelers
148,623
327,313

# of taggings
756,771
1,506,355

To see how tensor-based multi-layered user factorization can
overcome data overdispersion theoretically, we obtain and compare the variance-to-mean ratio given by one-layered (BPTF) and
two-layered (bHUF) user factorization, respectively. Specifically,
the following Lemma is reached showing that a two-layered construction of θuk is more capable of modeling overdispersed counts
by allowing a larger variance-to-mean ratio on the data. The proof
is given in Section A of the appendix.
Lemma 1. The variance-to-mean ratio of two-layered factorization
of θuk to θuk2 in Equation 2 is larger than that of one-layered θuk
1
by a factor of 1 +
(2) .
(1+βu )βu
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EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct several experiments for evaluation.
Specifically, we seek to answer the following questions: (i) How
well does bHUF perform against alternative baselines? (ii) Do user’s
contexts help improve upon bHUF? (iii) How does bHUF and bHUF+
perform in two subproblems — predicting user’s topical and geo
profile? (iv) What impact do some important parameters have?
Data. We use a sample of about 12 million geo-tagged Twitter
lists collected from 2013 to 2014. Twitter lists [4, 11, 27] are crowdgenerated lists where a labeler can choose to place a user if the
labeler thinks the user is known for the topic indicated by the list
tags. Thus, a user is considered to be widely known for a topic
if the user is labeled by many labelers with the same tag. In our
experiments, we filter out infrequent tags which appear in less
than 50 lists to focus on quality tags. All users and labelers’ geocoordinates (latitude/longitude) are determined through their geotagged tweets by repetitively dividing and selecting the grid which
contains the most geo-tagged tweets as in [9]. We randomly sample
two datasets, show in Table 2: one is bounded in US in which
users and labelers are all in US, and the other is across the whole
t
world. Note that with these datasets, a geo-topic token {u ←
− v, l }
is formulated by treating a user as u, a labeler as v, the labeler’s
geo-coordinates as l and the list tag as t.
Experimental Setup. To evaluate the performance of our proposed bHUF and bHUF+ for inferring and ranking user’s geo-topic
profiles, we randomly select 50% of non-zero popularity counts for
each user for training and 50% of non-zero popularity for testing. We
use the same data split ratio for all other experiments. In our experiments, the latent dimension K is selected through cross-validation
from {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300} to be 200 since the performance of
all baselines plateaus around 200. For K 2 , we empirically set it to 50
and examine its impact in later experiments. The hyperparameter
ϵ0 is empirically set to 0.1 to encourage sparse solutions. For Gibbs
sampling, we use a burn-in period of 1000 iterations, and then use
another 1000 iterations to collect every tenth sample for all models.
All latent parameters are randomly initialized.

For evaluation metrics, we adopt precision and recall to measure
the ranking performance between predictions and the hold-out
ground truth. Specifically, let GroundTruth(ui , n) denote the set of
top n ranked tag-location combination (t, l) according to y out of the
entire non-zero counts GroundTruth(ui ) for user ui in the testing
set, and let Pred(ui , n) denote the set of top n ranked tag-location
combination (t, l) according to model’s predictions for user ui , then,
ÍN |P r ed (ui ,n)∩Gr oundT ruth(ui ,n)|
precision P@n is defined as N1 i=1
n
ÍN |P r ed (ui ,n)∩Gr oundT ruth(ui )|
and recall R@n is defined as N1 i=1
.
|Gr oundT ruth(u i )|
Thus, we can see that P@n represents the fraction of correctly identified tag-location combinations from the top n predictions, and
R@n represents the fraction of true non-zero tag-location combinations that are ranked in the top n predictions.
Baselines. We use the following baselines for comparison:
– Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization (PITF) [28]. This is a
pairwise tensor factorization model which captures the pairwise
interactions between entities.
– CP Decomposition with gradient-based optimization (CP-OPT)
[1]. This method is based on minimizing least square between
CP and the observations with gradient descent. However, a direct
application with CP-OPT does not perform that well due to the
power law distribution of users’ geo-topic profiles. Therefore, we
first transform the counts y with loд(y + 1) and then apply CP-OPT.
– CP Alternating Poisson Regression (CP-APR) [10]. This method
is based on maximizing the likelihood of Poisson distribution on the
observed users’ geo-topic profiles, and is equivalent to minimizing
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence.
– Beta-Negative Binomial CP decomposition (BNBCP) [17]. This
Bayesian Poisson CP decomposition is based on a beta-negative
binomial construction with each entity’s latent factor generated by
Dirichlet distribution, and is a one-layered factorization model.
– Bayesian Poisson Tensor Factorization (BPTF) [29]. This is thestate-of-art Bayesian Poisson tensor model with each entity’s latent
factor generated through Gamma distribution, and is essentially a
one-layered model.
– Bayesian Hierarchical User Factorization (bHUF). We use bHUF1 and bHUF-2 to represent one-layered and two-layered model.
– Two-layered bHUF integrated with only user’s geo-location context (g-bHUF-2) and only user’s social context (s-bHUF-2).

5.1

Comparison with Baselines

We first show the overall performance comparison in Table 3, with
all results averaged over 10 runs for Gibbs sampling. The grid size in
this experiment is set to 2.5° ∗ 2.5° (equivalent to approximately 175
miles ∗ 130 miles at latitude 40°) for both datasets. Other choices of
grid size are examined in later experiments. As we can see, overall,
the proposed bHUF+ gives the best performance among all methods
in terms of precision and recall. This confirms the superiority of the
two-layered user factorization integrated with user’s geo-location
and social contexts in modeling users’ over-dispersed and sparse
geo-topic profiles.
Comparison without user’s context. From Table 3, we observe
that two-layered user factorization bUHF-2 generally gives better performance than the single-layered Bayesian Poisson models.
Specifically, it gives an average improvement of 7.06% and 13.4%

Table 3: Overall performance comparison. ‘†’ and ‘∗’ marks statistically significant improvement over the best one-layered
baseline and over bHUF-2, respectively. Both are evaluated according to two sample t-test at significance level 0.05.

PITF
CP-OPT
CP-APR
BNBCP
BPTF
bHUF-1

P@10
0.0801
0.1065
0.1333
0.1419
0.1409
0.1420

P@20
0.0876
0.1084
0.1358
0.1447
0.1442
0.1455

US
R@10
0.0582
0.1021
0.1298
0.1309
0.1300
0.1306

R@20
0.0863
0.1372
0.1674
0.1691
0.1679
0.1709

Imp. (P/R)
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

P@10
0.1019
0.1270
0.1465
0.1604
0.1627
0.1534

P@20
0.1006
0.1255
0.1447
0.1578
0.1587
0.1526

world
R@10 R@20
0.0832 0.1258
0.1418 0.1814
0.1666 0.2159
0.1785 0.2218
0.1788 0.2245
0.1628 0.2157

bHUF-2
g-bHUF-2
s-bHUF-2
bHUF+

0.1524
0.1630
0.1599
0.1708

0.1554
0.1664
0.1625
0.1691

0.1483
0.1590
0.1578
0.1667

0.1940
0.2034
0.2017
0.2134

7.06%† /13.4%†
7.01%∗ /6.03%∗
4.74%∗ /5.18%∗
10.4%∗ /10.7%∗

0.1703
0.1787
0.1763
0.1834

0.1664
0.1742
0.1730
0.1791

0.1912
0.1979
0.1964
0.2022

Method

for precision and recall over the best one-layered model for the US
dataset, and an average improvement of 4.76% and 8.30% for precision and recall for the world dataset. Additionally, we also observe
that methods modeled with Poisson distribution (including the nonBayesian model CP-APR) perform significantly better than CP-OPT,
and that Bayesian Poisson models (BNBCP, BPTF, bHUF-1) perform
better than the non-Bayesian version (CP-APR). This confirms that
(i) Two-layered user factorization has more expressive modeling
power over the single-layered models; (ii) User’s popularity count
values are better modeled with Poisson distribution with its latent
parameters regularized by proper priors.
Moreover, by examining the inferred user factors θuk and θuk2 ,
we obtain that the variance for θuk and θuk2 is 26.83 and 0.804,
indicating that the second-layer user factor has much less variance.
This indicates a more uniform distribution of the elements of θuk2
compared to the first-layer user factor and that using two layers of
user factorization can already explain the variance quite well.
Furthermore, to show that bHUF-2 can roughly capture user’s
geo-topic profile, we examine the top-ranking tags and locations
for user @MMFlint. We first compute the ranking of topical tags
for @MMFlint according to the inner product of θuk and all tag
factors, with the top five tags shown as: politics, entertainment,
movie, tv and art. We can see that these topical tags can roughly
capture @MMFlint’s topical interest and expertise. For the tag politics, we examine the top ranking regions for @MMFlint, with
the top five grid center coordinates give as: (40.319°, −74.638°),
(41.931°, −71.238°), (37.096°, −122.243°), (38.707°, −76.339°) and
(33.872°, −118.843°). Each location is close to New York, Boston,
San Jose, Washington D.C. and Los Angeles, respectively, which
generally agrees with the heat map in Figure 2. Note that these
coordinates are not exactly in these cities due to grid granularity.
Comparison with user’s context. From Table 3, we can observe
that bHUF+ enhanced with user’s contexts shows significant improvement over models without them. Specifically, the model integrated with user’s geo-location g-bHUF-2 gives an average improvement of 5.90% for precision and 4.86% for recall over bHUF-2,
while s-BHUF-2 gives an average improvement of 4.24% and 4.13%
for precision and recall over bHUF-2. This confirms that (i) user’s
context, specifically, user’s geo-location and social ties, can be used

0.2462
0.2558
0.2547
0.2636

Imp. (P/R)
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
4.76%† /8.30%†
4.80%∗ /3.70%∗
3.74%∗ /3.08%∗
7.66%∗ /6.41%∗

to improve predicting user’s geo-topic profile; and (ii) Equation 3 —
conditioning the first-layer user factor on a linear combination of
the second-layer user factor and her corresponding contexts — can
effectively learn the impact of contextual factors. Furthermore, the
integration with both contexts gives better performance than either
of them, suggesting that user’s geo-location is complementary to
the social context in terms of predicting one’s geo-topic profile.
These observations confirm that the sparsity issue is able to be
mitigated by integrating user’s relevant contextual information.

5.2

Predicting User’s Topical and Geo Profiles

Very often, we are interested in knowing only user’s topic profile –
what a user is known for – or user’s geo profile – where this user is
known for. Both problems can be considered as lower dimensional
subproblems of predicting user’s geo-topic profile by aggregating
quadruplets {u, t, l, y} ∈ Pu with respect to locations/tags. In this
section, we show how modeling a more generalized user geo-topic
profile can improve on either two subproblems. Specifically, we
use user, tag and location latent factor θuk , ϕ t k and ψlk inferred by
three-dimensional Bayesian Poisson models to obtain user-tag and
user-location score by computing the inner product of θuk and ϕ t k ,
and of θuk and ψlk . To compare with a two-dimensional model, we
use BPF [12] for modeling user-tag counts and user-location counts.
All models are evaluated with P@5 and R@5.
Predicting user’s topical profile. We show the performance comparison in Figure 7. As we can see, three dimensional models by
considering user’s geo-topic profile generally give much better
performance. This indicates that by distinguishing user’s topical
profile with geo-space, we can better predict user’s topical profile.
Among all methods, bHUF+ gives the best performance overall,
while bHUF-2 outperforms the one-layered models, which agrees
with the previous observation for predicting user’s geo-topic profile. Furthermore, we can see that models enhanced with user’s
contextual information significantly outperforms those without it,
confirming the importance of user’s contextual information. Specifically, s-bHUF-2 gives better performance than g-bHUF-2, indicating
that social context in terms of user’s followers is more informative
than user’s geo-location on learning user’s topical profile, which
agrees with the correlation analysis in Table 1.

Figure 7: Precision and recall for predicting user’s topical
profile. Left: US. Right: world.

Figure 9: Performance comparison with respect to the size
of grid. Left: US. Right: world.

Figure 8: Precision and recall for predicting user’s location
profile. Left: US. Right: world.

Predicting user’s geo profile. We also show performance comparison in Figure 8. Similarly with user topical profile prediction,
three dimensional methods generally outperform BPF, and bUHF-2
performs better than one-layered models. Different from user topical profile prediction, g-bHUF-2 gives the best performance, while
s-bHUF-2 does not show as much improvement over bHUF-2. This
indicates that when predicting where a user is known by others,
user’s geo-location is more informative than user’s social context.
Together with the previous results, we conclude that user’s geolocation and social context improves on different aspects of user geotopic profile, and that one should select the appropriate context to
improve performance depending on the problem on hand. Note that
the improvement among all methods is generally not as significant
as that of user topical profile prediction. One possible hypothesis
could be that user’s geo profile has less inherent structure to learn
from than user’s topical profile, thus making it less likely to be
influenced by model improvements.

5.3

Parameter Analysis

Impact of grid size. An important parameter in this study is grid
size. A larger grid size, indicating a larger geographical area for
each location, results in a smaller total number of locations in our
models. Thus, if the grid is large, user geo-topic profile is coarsegrained with respect to locations, while fine-grained when it is
small. Thus, it is important to see how the models perform with
respect to grid size.
To that purpose, we run our models with respect to four different
sizes of grid (latitude * longitude): 0.5° ∗ 0.5°, 0.8° ∗ 0.8°, 1.2° ∗ 1.2°
and 2.5° ∗ 2.5°. For each size, we compare precision and recall for
BPTF, bHUF-2, bHUF+ in Figure 9. As we can observe, for the US
dataset, the precision first increases when the grid size is small,

and starts to decrease passing 0.8° ∗ 0.8°. This indicates that for US
dataset, a grid size of about 0.8° ∗ 0.8° could be the best geo-space
partitioning for describing and modeling user’s geo-topic profile. A
larger grid may combine geo-topic tokens at two different locations
into one grid; while a smaller grid may over-partition a location,
thus causing sparsity issue. For precision on the world dataset, we
can see that it gives best performance when the grid is 2.5° ∗ 2.5°
(possibly larger), and that it always decreases when the grid gets
smaller. This indicates that a coarse-grained geo-partitioning is
better suited for the world dataset. As for R@10, all performance
increases as the grid gets larger. This could be explained by the
fact that as grid gets larger, there will be less number of grids
with non-zero counts to be retrieved, making the denominator in
recall definition smaller. Furthermore, no matter how we choose the
grid size, bHUF-2 consistently performs better than BPTF; and that
bHUF+, integrated with user’s geo-location and social contexts, also
consistently outperforms bHUF-2. This indicates that our proposed
models are robust with respect to grid size, and that one could
choose an appropriate grid size to her needs without degrading the
relative performance.
Impact of K 2 . How does the second-layer user latent dimension
size K 2 affect the performance? To that end, we run bHUF-2 for
US dataset with different values of K 2 ranging from 10 to 200, and
show the boxplots of P@10 and R@10 in Figure 10. As we can see,
as we increase the value of K 2 , both performance increases until it
saturates at about 40 for P@10 and R@100. We obtain similar trends
for the world dataset. We use 50 for K 2 for all previous experiments
for tradeoff between performance and efficiency. Furthermore, we
can see that even when K 2 is as small as 10, it still outperforms
the one-layered user models, indicating the superiority of an extra
layer of factorization.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced multi-dimensional user geo-topic profile to capture the pair-wise interactions between geo-location and

Then, given a tensor count yutl , we first reparametrize it as
Í
yutl = kK=1 yutlk , where each yutlk is a latent count and has
a Poisson distribution, yutlk ∼ Pois(θuk ϕ t k ψlk ). Then by the
Poisson-multinomial equivalence, yutlk can be sampled as
θ ϕ ψ
{yutlk } ∼ Mult(yutl ; ÍK uk t k lk )
(4)
θ ϕ ψ
k =1 uk t k lk
With the latent count sampled, we define several collective aggregates that are used in sampling as follows:
Figure 10: Precision@10 and recall@10 with respect to K 2 .

yuk · =

T Õ
L
Õ
t =1 l =1

yutlk , ytt k · =

U Õ
L
Õ
u=1 l =1

l
yutlk , ylk
· =

U Õ
T
Õ
u=1 t =1

yutlk

user topical profile in social-spatial networks. To overcome overdispersion and user heterogeneity in geo-topic profiles, we proposed
a two-layered multi-dimensional Bayesian hierarchical user factorization framework. To alleviate the sparsity issue, we studied how
user’s context — user’s geo-location and social ties — correlates
with geo-topic profile, and proposed an enhanced model to integrate user’s contexts. Through Twitter-based social-spatial datasets,
we find bHUF leads to a 5~13% improvement in precision and recall
and an additional 6~11% improvement with user’s contexts.

We sample each latent factor with Gibbs sampling as follows,
Sampling ϕ t k . Due to the Dirichlet and Multinomial conjugacy,
each column of ϕ :k has a posterior Dirichlet distribution, which
can be sampled with
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Sampling θuk . Using Poisson-Gamma conjugacy, the posterior of
θuk is still a Gamma distribution and can be sampled with,

A

θuk ∼ Gamma(yuk · + θuk2 Ω +

PROOF OF LEMMA 1

From Equation 4 and Poisson-multinomial equivalence, we have
Í Í
Í
Í
yuk · ∼ Pois(θuk Tt=1 lL=1 ϕ t k ψl k ). Since Tt=1 ϕ t k = 1 and lL=1 ψlk
= 1, we have yuk · ∼ Pois(θuk ). We then consider two cases: the
first is that θuk is without further factorization, and the second
is that θuk is further factorized to θuk2 as in bHUF. For the first
case, let θuk ∼ Gamma(ϵ0 , βu ). By integrating out θuk , we have
1 . Thus the variance-to-mean
yuk · ∼ N B(ϵ0 , γu ), where γu = 1+β
u

1 . For case 2, from Equation 5, we
ratio of yuk · is given by 1−γ
ÍK u
Í
have yu ·k2 ∼ N B(θuk2 k =1 Ωk2 k , γu ). Since kK=1 Ωk2 k = 1, we
(2)

have yu ·k2 ∼ N B(θuk2 , γu ). Since θuk2 ∼ Gamma(ϵ0 , βu ), by the
law of total expectation and law of total variance, we obtain the
γ
0
expectation E(yu ·k2 ) = 1−γu u ϵ(2)
and the variance V ar (yu ·k2 ) =

βu
γu
γu
ϵ0
(1
+
).
Thus
the
variance-to-mean ratio of case 2 is
2
(2)
(2)
(1−γu ) βu
βu
1 (1 + γu ). We then reach the conclusion that the variance-to(2)
1−γu
βu
γu
mean ratio for case 2 is larger than case 1 by a factor of 1 + (2)
.
βu

B
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We first present two lemmas [39] frequently used in the derivation.
Lemma 2. Suppose that y1 , ..., yK are independent random variÍK
Í
ables with yk ∼ Pois(θ k ) and y = k=1
yk . Set θ = kK=1 θ k .
The Poisson-multinomial equivalence states that (y1 , ..., yK ) ∼
Mult(y; θθ1 , ..., θθK ) and y ∼ Pois(θ ).

Lemma 3. Suppose y ∼ N B(r , p) and c ∼ CRT (y, r ) is a Chinese
restaurant table distribution. Then y and c can also be jointly distributed as y ∼ SumLoд(c, p) and c ∼ Pois(−rln(1 − p)), where
Í
SumLoд is defined as y = ci=1 x i and x i ∼ Loд(p) is logarithmicdistributed random variable.

t
t t
t
t
t
ϕ :k ∼ Dir (y1k
· + η , y 2k · + η , ..., y Kk · + η )

Sampling ψlk . Similarly with ϕ t k , each column of ψ :k also has the
posterior Dirichlet distribution with
l
l l
l
l
l
ψ :k ∼ Dir (y1k
· + η , y 2k · + η , ..., y Kk · + η )

G
Õ
д=1

Xuд λдk +

F
Õ

Xuf λ f k , 1 + βu )

f =1

Since the row of ϕ t : and ψl : are Dirichlet distributed with the L 1
norm 1, the posterior rate parameter of θuk is simplified to 1 + βu .
Thus, we can see that Dirichlet distributed ϕ t k and ψlk do not
interact with θuk directly, which provides nice isolation between
latent factors of users and other entities (tags and locations).
Sampling Ω. Using Poisson distribution’s additivity on yutlk ∼
Pois(θuk ϕ t k ψlk ) for each t and l gives us yuk · ∼ Pois(θuk ). Let
Í
θuk = i θuki , where θuki are latent parameters defined as


θ Ω , 1 ≤ i ≤ K2

 k2 k2 k

θuki = Xuд λдk , K 2 + 1 ≤ i ≤ K 2 + G


Xuf λ f k , K 2 + G + 1 ≤ i ≤ K 2 + G + F

Thus, by the Poisson-multinomial equivalence, we can sample corresponding yuki with {yuki } ∼ Mult(yuk · ; θuki ). For notation convenience, we let yukk2 = yuki for 1 ≤ i ≤ K 2 , yukд = yuki for K 2 +1 ≤
i ≤ K 2 + G and yuk f = yuki for the rest of i. Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ K 2 ,
we have yukk2 ∼ Pois(θuki ) and θuki ∼ Gamma(θ k2 Ωk2 k , βu ) due
to infinite divisibility of Gamma distribution. We then integrate out
θuki , and have
yukk2 ∼ N B(θuk2 Ωk2 k , γu )
(5)
1 . Using data augmentation for NB distribution in
where γu = 1+β
u
Lemma 3, we can sample c indexed by u, k and k 2 with,

cukk2 ∼ CRT (yukk2 , θuk2 Ωk2 k )

(6)

Then, given cukk2 , each row of Ωk2 : has a posterior Dirichlet distribution which can be sampled with,
Ωk2 : ∼ Dir (

U
Õ

u=1

cu1k2 + η 0 , ...,

U
Õ
u=1

cuKk2 + η 0 )

Sampling θuk2 . With Equation 5 and 6 and using the data augmentation in Lemma 3 again, the posterior θuk2 has a Gamma
distribution, and can be sampled with
θuk2 ∼ Gamma(

K
Õ

k =1

(2)

cukk2 + ϵ0 , βu − ln(1 − γu ))

Sampling λдk . For each user who have the geographical feature д,
i.e., Xuд = 1, we have yukд ∼ Pois(θuki ) for K 2 + 1 ≤ i ≤ K 2 + G,
and θuki ∼ Gamma(λдk , βu ) due to infinite divisibility of Gamma
distribution. Integrating out θuki , we have yukд ∼ N B(λдk , γu ). By
using data augmentation in Lemma 3, we can sample c indexed
by u, k and д with cukд ∼ CRT (yukд , λдk ). Given cukд , λдk has a
posterior Gamma distribution which can be sampled with
Õ
Õ
λдk ∼ Gamma(
cukд + ϵ0 , ϵ0 −
ln(1 − γu ))
u ∈U(д)

u ∈U(д)

where U(д) represents the set of users who have feature д.
Sampling λ f k . For each user who have follower f , i.e., Xuf =
1, we have yuk f ∼ Pois(θuki ) and θuki ∼ Gamma(λ f k , βu ) for
K 2 + G + 1 ≤ i ≤ K 2 + G + F . Thus, λ f k can be sampled similarly
with λдk as follows,
cuk f ∼ CRT (yuk f , λ f k )
Õ
Õ
λ f k ∼ Gamma(
cuk f + ϵ0 , ϵ0 −
ln(1 − γu ))
u ∈U(f )

u ∈U(f )

where U(f ) represents the set of users who have follower f .
(2)

(2)

Sampling βu and βu . The posterior of βu and βu are Gamma
distributions due to their conjugate Gamma priors, which can be
sampled with
βu ∼ Gamma(

K2
Õ
k 2 =1

θuk2 +

+ ϵ0 , ϵ0 +

K Õ
G
F
Õ
Õ
( X дk λдk +
X f k λf k )

k=1 д=1

K
Õ

f =1

θuk )

k=1
(2)

βu ∼ Gamma((K 2 + 1) ∗ ϵ0 , ϵ0 +

K2
Õ
k 2 =1

θuk2 )
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